
HJBSL HOUSE/ HAMBURG DAWGS/ HAMBURG LADY DAWGS 2021 GUIDELINES 
Effective July 6, 2020 

Updated March 18, 2021 

 

The New York State Sports and Recreation Master Guidance document (NYSSRMG) must be 

read by all coaches and parents involved in HJBSL House (all divisions), Hamburg Dawgs and 

Hamburg Lady Dawgs baseball and softball for the 2021 season.  Head coaches must certify 

that all of their parents have read, understood and agree to comply with, the NYSSRMG at 

all times when attending practices, scrimmages and games.  Head coaches will email Jordan 

Warren at jwarren@villagehamburg.com before their first practice confirming their 

compliance and the compliance of the players and parents/ guardians of their teams. 

 
The guidelines below are complementary to the NYSSRMG document and additional at-a-glance reminders 

for parents and coaches to know and understand:  

 

HOME Practices/ Scrimmages/ Games:  

HJBSL House, Hamburg Dawgs and Hamburg Lady Dawgs head coaches and their staff of assistant coaches/team  

managers will be considered “responsible parties” at all HOME games.  It is the duty of “responsible parties” to  

ensure that BOTH teams/ spectators follow the rules set forth in this document and the New York State Sports  

and Recreation Master Guidance document (NYSSRMG).  If any individual/ family/ group is found in direct  

violation of ANY GUIDELINES set forth, “responsible parties” are expected to warn said parties once, and then  

eject said parties from the facility if a violation occurs a second time.  Exception: if there is a Field Supervisor  

present at Legion Field, Hamburg High School or Boston Town Park, the Field Supervisor will be considered the  

“responsible party” for all games at that facility. 

 

AWAY Practices/ Scrimmages/ Games:  

HJBSL House, Hamburg Dawgs and Hamburg Lady Dawgs head coaches and their staff of assistant coaches/  

team managers will be considered “responsible parties” for THEIR OWN TEAM at all away games.  It is the  

responsibility of the “responsible parties” to ensure that the players, coaches and spectators of the HAMBURG  

TEAM follow the rules set forth in this document, the NYSSRMG document, and also follow all additional  

guidelines set forth by the home team’s organization for their specific facility. 

 

Number of people at team events:   

 Entire roster of players permitted on-site (and follow all NYSSRMG guidelines) 

 Entire roster of coaches permitted on-site (and follow all NYSSRMG guidelines) 

 *2 spectators per player permitted on-site (and follow all NYSSRMG guidelines).  A child is a human 

being, therefore is considered a spectator. 

 

In addition to MANDATORY face coverings, coaches/players/spectators/ umpires should bring the following 

to each event: 

 their own personal hand sanitizer  

 their own drink containers with names on them. 
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MANDATORY PRECAUTIONS 

 

 SOCIAL DISTANCING (maintaining a distance of 6’ apart from a person who does not reside with you) 

o Players, coaches, team helpers and umpires must practice social distancing at all times, unless a 

safety issue arises or the core activities of the sport make distancing impossible.   

o Spectators who do not reside with one another must practice social distancing at all times. 

 

 MASKS/ FACE COVERINGS 

o Players must wear an acceptable face covering at all times, unless players are unable to 

tolerate a face covering for the physical activity. 

o Coaches and any other adults who are directly involved with the team must wear a face 

covering at all times. 

o Spectators must wear a face covering at all times EXCEPT FOR when they are seated and 

distanced from all others who do not reside with them.  

 

 ASSIGNED PLAYER AREAS 

o As players approach the diamond at the beginning of a practice/ game/ scrimmage, coaches or 

team helpers will assign a designated area for each player to put his/ her equipment.  Enclosed 

bench areas may be utilized, but player areas must be at least 6’ apart from all other player 

areas.  Additionally, coaches should spread player areas out utilizing the vast out of play space 

an open air ball diamond has to offer.  Players are permitted to be in the same area with their 

designated 2 spectators (coach’s decision on this), but must be distanced from the rest of the 

team/ other spectators. 

 

 EQUIPMENT SHARING 

o Unnecessary sharing of equipment other than baseballs and softballs (bats, helmets, mitts, 

batting gloves, protective gear, etc.) is discouraged.  If, for whatever reason there is sharing of 

the aforementioned items, coaches must disinfect these items before being used again by a 

different individual. 


